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Welcome to the Creepypasta Zine!
Proudly hosting 5 of your worst nightmares since 2023.

The Creepypasta Zine is a publication by artists and writers who 
enjoy internet horror. Within this zine’s pages are original stories 

and illustrations that emulate the old creepypasta, internet horror 
aesthetic. 

If you would like to contribute to future publications, please look 
to https://mer-mer.neocities.org/ or @mermers_zoo on Twitter for 

information.
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NEW STORIES

• Dr. Arth
• Dear Olivia
• The Notetaker
• SaliChan
• The logistic map 

as a behavior 
predictor: the 
increasing rate 
of information 
and the resulting 
“bifurcation” in 
people. 

CREATETitle of pasta here

WORD FROM THE ORGANIZER

As the front cover suggests, this zine was made via the labour 
and love of the rpgmaker pilled community, hosted on discord. 
We are a group of very normal people who originally came to-
gether out of interest for rpgmaker classics like Yume Nikki, 
and not Yume Nikki. 

Since then, we have formed a supportive and tight-knit friend 
group, which I am deeply thankful for. We hope to continue 
this Halloween tradition into the future. Thank you all for your 
hard work! and remember, the call is coming from outside the 
house, rpgmaker sleep experiment, slander man, door hand 
hook car door, notetaker...

by mermer
Introduction to the Zine...

EDITOR’S PICK

by shojivivo
mysterious house

The empty landscape began to churn -- and from its gaping 
maw, came a town. A spawn made of oxidized copper spires 
and asphalt arteries. Oil and horsehair painted drab and unin-
teresting foliage to fill the space that the concrete and metal 
did not. The ground began to swell and bloat like a freshly
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TriOdy
 Composer. I make friends wherever 
I roam. If you are one of them, hello!
 https://www.youtube.com/@TriOdy

Creepypasta Zine
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This zine is dedicated to  the 
rpgmaker pilled community












